
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 1423 of 2013
                                            U/S. 385 of IPC

                                     State of Assam
                                                            ……………Prosecutor

- Versus-

      1. Sri Apajyoti Moran @ Situ
      2. Sri Sushankar Debnath
      3. Sri Ibrahim Haque

              …………….Accused

                       Present: Dr. Chetana Khanikar,
 Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia

                                    
                       For the prosecution: Smti. J. Phukan, Addl. P.P.

                       For the defence: Sri R.R. Borkataky, Advocate

      Evidence recorded on:   31.08.2015, 08.12.2015, 

             17.03.2016, 19.09.2016, 

 03.04.2017,15.07.2017, 

13.11.2019 , 29.11.2019

                       Argument heard on: 05.12.2019, 03.01.2020

                       Judgment delivered on: 03.01.2020

J U D G M E N T

1.  The prosecution case in brief  as stated in the FIR is that on

30.08.2013 at about 5 AM the informant Sri Dulal Baruah found one

letter in the lobby of his house, which was a demand letter from one Sri

Jibon Moran, an ULFA cadre, demand Rs. 1 lakh. In the envelope the

recipient was addressed as a Mr. Baruah, Langkashi village.

2.    On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case as Bordubi

PS Case No. 85/2013. Police investigated the case and on completion of

investigation submitted charge-sheet against the accused persons Sri

Apajyoti Moran, Sri Sushankar Debnath and Sri Ibrahim Haque U/S. 387

of IPC.
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3.         On appearance of the accused persons Sri Apajyoti Moran, Sri

Sushankar Debnath and Sri Ibrahim Haque in Court, copies of relevant

documents were furnished to them as required U/S 207 of  Cr.  P.  C.

Considering  the  relevant  documents  and  hearing  both  the  parties,

sufficient material is found to presume that the accused persons had

committed offence U/S 385 of IPC. Accordingly particulars of offence

under that section are duly explained to them, to which the accused

persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.   

4.      During trial the prosecution has examined ten witnesses and also

adduced six documentary evidences. 

5.        At the close of the prosecution evidence, statements of the

accused  persons  U/S.  313  of  the  Cr.P.C.  have  been  recorded  with

reference to the incriminating circumstance appeared against them in

the prosecution evidences. Defence side has adduced no evidence and

plea of the defence is of total denial. 

6.       After perusing the records, considering the materials produced,

hearing the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides and

the  accused  the  following  point  is  taken  as  POINT  FOR

DETERMINATION:

i. Whether on 30.08.2013 and thereafter, the accused persons had

put the informant Sri Dulal Baruah under fear of injury with intent to

extort Rs. 1,00,000/- from the informant?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

7. Here, PW 1 Sri Deep Kumar Chutia have stated that in the year

2013 one day in the month of August the informant called him over

phone and informed that someone had dropped a demand letter in

ULFA Pad in the verandah of his house through the grill previous day.

He told the informant to report the matter to police. He does not know

who sent that demand letter. Police recorded his statement.
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8. PW 2 Sri Shuklajit Moran stated that he had heard about 2 years

back that ULFA had demanded money from the informant. He does not

know how much money was demanded.

9. During  his  cross  examination  he  stated  that  he  knows  the

accused Apajyoti Moran as Apajyoti is from his village. 

10. PW  3  Sri  Dulal  Barua  stated  that  the  incident  occurred  on

30.08.2013 at about 5 AM. His wife Smt. Khuadi Baruah saw a thing

wrapped in a polythene bag inside their verandah lying on a plastic

chair in the verandah. Then his wife shouted as to whose polythene it

was. He at that time was in his bed and hearing his wife, he rushed to

the verandah and on seeing the polythene bag opened it and he found

a demand letter issued in his name of ULFA demanding Rs.1 Lakh from

him. On getting the demand letter he on that very day, in the evening,

had lodged an FIR in the Langkashi police outpost. He handed over the

demand letter to police. Police had seized the said demand letter. Ext.2

is the seizure list and Ext.2(1) is his signature on it. After 3 days on

02.09.2013 at about 10:50 AM he received a phone call in his mobile

phone. The caller told PW3 that he wants to meet PW3 and when PW3

asked about the identity of the caller then he told that he is calling

from their village and disconnected the line. On that day at about 9:50

PM, two boys came to his house and called him by shouting 'deuta',

'deuta'. He came out and without opening the gate talked with them

from inside the grill. The boys asked him if he had received a demand

letter and he told that he cannot hand it over to them as he had  haded

over the same to police. Then the boys told him that he committed a

mistake by informing the matter to police and the ULFA will strongly

dislike it. He could recognize those two boys. One of them is accused

Apayjyoti@ Chitu and the other was Suraj Moran@ Lengta. They, told

him that ULFA sent them to collect money. He told them that he is a

mere service holder and why ULFA will demand him money then the

said  two   boys  told  him  that  due  to  shoot  out  at  Kordoiguri  and

Arunachal Pradesh many ULFA cadres got injured and for their better
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treatment  money is required and so the ULFA had approached him and

that the other people doing service too, will be approached soon for

money.  The said two boys told him that if he does not believe them

then they will call a seven member unit of the organization and he can

ask  them.  He  then  expressed  his  helplessness  to  pay  money  and

sought time. The said two boys again on 04.09.2013 came to his house

and like earlier occasion this time also he talked to them from inside

the  grill.  He  then  again  expressed  his  inability  to  pay  money

immediately when they demanded to pay him up and after his several

request they went away. Then again on 10.09.2013 at about 1:45 PM

he received a phone call from a landline. The unidentified caller asked

him as to why he had accumulated so many person in his house and

that the two boys who went to his house have returned to the party

and he have to pay now outside his home. He then reported the matter

to police. After next few days, police had apprehended few boys and

asked him to identify them by coming over to the P.S. He then went to

police  station  and could  identify  the  accused Apajyoti  @ Chitu  and

Suraj Moran @ Lengta. Police recorded his statement.

11. During his cross-examination he stated that Police recorded his

statement once i.e. at the time of lodging the FIR. It is not a fact that

he had not stated before police that his wife saw a letter wrapped in

polythene bag in  their  verendah and that  on  hearing  her  shout  he

came out from his bed and on seeing the polythene bag had opened it

and  found  a  demand  letter  inside  it  issued  in  his  name  by  ULFA

demanding Rs.1 Lakh. It is not a fact that all the evidents that he had

narrated to have happened on the dates 02.09.2013, 04.09.2013 and

10.09.2013 in his evidence in chief today was not stated by him before

police in the his statement U/S. 161 Cr.P.C. He had already deposed in

his evidence in J.J.B., Tinsukia in the case against J.C.L. Suraj Moran.

The FIR i.e. Ext.1 was written by his wife and he had put his signature

on it and he is aware of the contents of Ext.1. He received the demand

letter on 30.08.2013 at 5 AM and he had lodged an FIR on the same

day at about 8 PM. His house is at  a distance of  about 3 Km from

Langkashi  Police  Outpost.  There  is  no  mention  in  Ext.1  about  the
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reason of delay of 15 hours in lodging the FIR. He had not stated to

police in his statement u/s. 161 of Cr.P.C. about the reason of delay in

lodging the FIR. The M.Ext.1 was addressed to him and the name of the

sender there is Lt. Col. Jibon Moran. His wife had first noticed the said

demand letter  and on her  calling he came and saw it  there in  the

verendah of his house. He does not know who had written the said

demand letter and who had kept it in his house. Police had seized the

said  demand  letter  from  his  possession.  After  the  incident  on

02.09.2013,  he  had not  lodged  any  FIR  before  police  reporting  the

incidents on 03.09.2013 as well as on 04.09.2013. On 02.09.2013, i.e.,

when the two boys came to his house. He did not allow them to enter

his house and they stood outside his house and he talked with them

from behind the grill. His fencing gate is at a distance of about 30-40

metres from his house. The house of his neighbours are at a distance of

about 50 metres from his house. He had approached the police on the

very next day  of the incident on 04.09.2013. He had not lodged any

FIR  against  the  boy  who  came  to  his  house  after  04.09.2013.  The

distance of his office from his house is about 10-11 KM and he had

been attending his duty on 05.09.2013, 06.09.2013 and subsequently

too. He leave for office at 9 AM and return home from office at 6 PM

and sometimes he get late too. Even after 04.09.2013 he had been

pursuing the normal day to day activities of his life. Suklajit Moran is a

resident of his village and his house is at a distance of 1 Km from his

house and he is well known to him. 

12. PW  4  Sri  Kanak  Moran  stated  that  accused  Apajyoti  resides

nearby  their  village  and  Apajyoti  sold  him  the  mobile  handset  of

Apajyoti. In the year 2013 Rahman Sir, I/C Langkashi Outpost took his

mobile handset. Ext.3 is the seizure list and Ext.3(1) is his signature.

13. PW 5 Smt. Khiroda Dangoria stated that the incident took place

on  30.08.2013.  At  about  5:00  AM  in  the  morning,  they  found  an

envelope on a chair kept in their veranda and on looking into it her

husband saw that it was in the name of Mr. Dulal Baruah. So he opened

the  envelope  and  found  a  letter  inside  on  the  letter  head  of  ULFA
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demanding Rs.1 Lakh from him. In the afternoon her husband went to

police station and handed over the envelope to police. Mausam Baruah

accompanied the informant to the police station. She was also called to

the police station and her statement was recorded. On 02.09.2013 two

boys came to their house at night and asked as to whether they have

received a letter given by them. The accused Appu Jyoti Moran was one

of the said boys. The other boy accompanied is named Lengta. Those

boys also asked as to can they fulfill the demand and if not as to how

much amount can be given by them. The said two boys again came to

their house on 04.09.2013 and they asked as to when can they make

the payment as demanded. They informed these facts to the police.

14. During her cross-examination she stated that she had not stated

before police that two boys came to their house on 02.09.2013 and

04.09.2013 and that one of those boys was Appu Jyoit Moran and also

that they asked as to had they received the letter and that they asked

as to how much amount can they pay and also as to when can they

make the payment. The letter was from one Jibon Moran in the name of

ULFA. She had stated before the police that  she had not suspected

anyone in connection with the demand made. The boys visited their

house at about 10 PM in the night on both the  days. The boys had

conversation with her husband from outside the house and they were

inside the grill. They donot have street light in their village and have no

light outside their house. 

15. PW 6 Sri Bijender Sharma stated that about 3-4 years ago, he

had gone to Langkashi Outpost with Mausam Baruah in connection with

a  case  of  Dulal  Baruah,  his  uncle.  He  heard  that  someone  had

demanded money from Dulal Baruah. He put his signature on Ext.2 in

the P.S. Police did not recorded his statement. 

16. PW 7 Sri Bitupon Moran have stated that he put his signature on

Ext.3 in the road on being asked by police. Police did not record his

statement.
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17. PW 8 Sri Sarat Moran have stated that about 4/5 years ago, he

heard  from police  that  Apujyoti  Moran  had  demanded  money  form

Dulal Baruah and a case in this regard was registered. Apujyoti Moran

was arrested in connection with that case and hence, he had visited

the police station as he was from their  village. In the police station

police took his signature on a paper which is Ext.3.

18. During his cross-examination he stated that he does not know

anything about  the truth  of  the fact  of  the case  as  he heard from

police. He had put Ext.3(3) on a blank paper on being asked by police.

He does not know as to why his signature was taken by police on Ext.3.

19. PW 9 Sri Dulumoni Baruah is the I.O. of this case. He deposed

that he examined the informant and 2 other witnesses namely Mousam

Baruah and Bijendra Sharma at the OP. He seized the demand letter of

Rs. 1 lac in ULFA pad on being produced by the informant through Ext-2

seizure list. MR Ext-1 is the said demand letter. On 31.08.2013 he went

to  the place of  occurrence at  Langkashi  Himoluguri  Chuk gaon and

drew the sketch Map of  the P.O. He recorded the statements of the

witnesses  namely  Khiroda  Dagoria  and  Deep  Chutia  at  the  PO and

engaged sources to trace out the accused. In the meantime he was

transferred and he handed over the CD to OC Bordubi PS.

20. During his cross-examination he stated that he had examined

total 5 numbers of witnesses in this case. The  witnesses did not state

to  him  that  the  accused  were  involved  in  this  case.  He  collected

information from secret sources that the accused were involved with

this case.

21. PW 10 SI  Abidur Rahman is another I.O. of this case. He was

endorsed  to conduct the further investigation of the case. After going

through the CD, he had again recorded the statement of informant and

one witness Suklajyoti Moran. On 13.09.2013, Apajyoti Moran and JCL

Suraj Moran appeared at the OP and he had seized one Nokia mobile

handset from Apajyoti Moran through Ext. 3 Seizure List. He also took
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the signature of Apajyoti Moran in the Ext. 3 seizure list. MR Ext. 2 is

the said mobile handset. He interrogated the accused Apajyoti Moran

and JCL Suraj Moran, arrested them, and forwarded them to Court. He

took the accused Apajyoti Moran in police remand for 3 days. On the

basis of the statement of Apajyoti Moran, he arrested another accused

Ibrahim  Haque.  On  the  basis  of  statement  of  Ibrahim  Haque,  he

arrested  another  accused  Susanka  Debnath.  Ibrahim  Haque  has

admitted that he himself written the demand letter. MR Ext. 1 is the

said demand letter. Then, he took the specimen handwriting of Ibrahim

Haque. MR Ext. 3 and MR Ext. 4 are the said specimen handwritings of

Ibrahim Haque. He sent the MR Ext. 3 and MR Ext. 4 to FSL, Guwahati

for opinion of handwriting expert and collected the expert opinion. Ext.

5 is the expert opinion. According to the expert opinion, the specimen

handwriting  of  the  accused  Ibrahim  Haque  has  matched  the

handwriting appeared in MR Ext. 1 demand letter. On 28.02.2014 after

completion of investigation he had submitted the Ext-6 charge sheet

against  the  accused  Apajyoti  Moran  @  Situ,  Susank  Debnath  and

Ibrahim Haque U/s 387 of IPC.

22. During his cross-examination he stated that PW-3 did not state

before him as well as before the previous I/O that on 02.09.2013

at about 10:50 AM, he had received a phone call on his mobile

phone and the caller told him that the caller wanted to meet him

and that  when PW3 asked the identity  of  the caller,  then the

caller  said  that  the  caller  was  calling  from  their  village  and

disconnected the line; on that day at about 9:50 PM, two boys

came to the house of PW3 and called shouting 'deuta, deuta' and

he came out without  opening the gates and talked with them

from inside the grill and they asked him if he had received the

demand letter and when he replied yes and told them that he

can not hand over the same to them as he had handed it over to

police and then the two boys told him that he had committed a

mistake by informing the matter to police and ULFA will strongly
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dislike him; the two boys told him that ULFA had sent them to

collect money and that PW3 told them that since he is a mere

service holder so why is the ULFA demanding money from him to

which the two boys told him that due to shootout at Kordoiguri

and Arunachal  Pradesh, many ULFA cadres got injured and for

their better treatment money was required and as such the ULFA

had approached him for money and other people doing service

shall also be approached for money; the said two boys also told

PW3 that if he does not believe them then they will call a seven

member unit of the organization and PW3 can ask them to which

PW3 expressed his helplessness to pay the money and sought

time; on 04.09.2013, the two boys had come to his house and

they  left  after  he  made  several  requests  to  go  away  on  the

ground  of  his  inability  to  pay  the  money  on  that  day;  on

10.09.2013 at about 1:45 PM PW3 had received a phone call from

a landline number where an unidentified caller told him as to why

he had accumulated so many persons in his house and the two

boys who went to his house had returned to the party and that

he has to pay now outside his house. According to the FIR, the

incident took place at about 5 AM on 30.08.2013 whereas the FIR

was lodged at 9 PM on the same day. The distance between the

house  of  the  informant  and  Langkashi  OP  is  2  KM.  The

informant/PW3 has nowhere stated in the FIR as well as his two

statements u/s 161 CrPC regarding the cause of delay in filing

the  FIR.  After  recording  the  statement  of  PW3/informant  on

11.09.2013, he did not visit the PO. He did not visit the PO during

his investigation. He also did not call for any of the neighbours of

the  informant/PW3  and  did  not  interrogate  them  about  the

matter. None of the witnesses other than informant and Suklajit

Moran stated before him that the accused persons are connected

with the commission of the alleged incident. Suklajit Moran did

not state before him as to how he had come to know about the
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involvement of the accused in the case. PW3 did not state to him

as to how he had identified the two boys who approached him at

night. PW3 also did not mention in his statement u/s 161 CrPC

about any source of light which lighted up the area where the

two boys were standing. PW3 did not state before him regarding

any phone call made to him and did not provide him any mobile

number. He did not pray to Court for recording the confessional

statement  of  accused  Ibrahim  Haque.  He  seized  the  mobile

phone from Apajyoti Moran which he handed over to him on his

asking to do so. He have not mentioned in charge-sheet as well

as in Ext. 3 regarding the connection of the seized mobile with

this  case.  He  did  not  obtain  the  signature  of  any  person  as

witness in the MR Ext. 3 and MR Ext. 4 at the time of taking those

at the Langkashi OP. He had not mentioned in MR Ext. 3 and MR

Ext. 4 as to where and when he had obtained the signatures and

prepared the same, but the same was mentioned in the CD.

23. These are the evidences adduced by the prosecution side. From

these evidences it is seen that somebody placed a demand letter in the

veranda of  the  informant.  The  MR Ext.  1  demand letter  which was

seized through Ext. 2 is duly proved. The same is proved by seizure

witness PW3 as well as the I/O who seized the same. This fact is also

supported by PW3 and PW5.

24. The  defence  side  has  raised  the  plea  that  how  the  accused

Apajyoti  and another boy were identified by the informant as it was

night and there was no street light. However, it is seen that Apajyoti

and the boy came to the veranda of the informant and there is nothing

to show that the house of the informant was complete dark. The person

from whom one can expect Rs. 1 lakh would have definitely electric

connection or any source of light in his house. The defence side has

also  stated  that  no  TIP  was  conducted.  But,  it  is  seen  that  during

evidence, the informant has clearly identified Apajyoti  Moran as the
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person who went to his house to collect the demanded money. The fact

of demand and approaching the informant by Apajyoti is proved by the

informant  as  PW3 and also  by  PW1,  5  and 8.  PW3 and 5  are  eye

witnesses.

25. Again, it is seen that the handwriting appeared in the demand

letter is opined as the handwriting of the same person of the sample

handwritings  of  the  accused  Ibrahim  Haque.  The  opinion  of  the

handwriting expert is duly exhibited as Ext. 5. The sample handwritings

of the accused Ibrahim Haque is exhibited as MR Ext. 7 and MR Ext. 4.

The defence side has raised the plea that the handwriting expert was

not experienced. However, the said plea was taken only at argument

stage and not earlier.  Nowhere the defence side has challenged the

opinion of the handwriting expert and also not challenged the sample

handwritings. The accused also had not challenged the Ext. 5, i.e. the

opinion of handwriting expert during his examination u/s 313 CrPC. It is

only stated that the confessional statement of the accused Ibrahim was

not recorded. However, nothing is considered against him as admission

or  confession.  Thus,  the  prosecution  side  with  sufficient  evidence

proved the handwriting of the accused Ibrahim in MR Ext. 1 demand

letter.

26. One mobile handset was also seized in this case. In this point,

the  defence  side  has  rightly  pointed  out  that  no  connection  of  the

incident  with  the  seized  mobile  handset  was  established  by  the

prosecution side. The defence side tried to bring some contradictions

by stating that some facts such as carrying the accused to the house of

the  informant  after  filing  the  FIR  was  not  stated  by  the  informant

before the I/O in statement u/s 161 of CrPC. But from the C/D, it is seen

that the said facts are available in the statement of the informant u/s

161 of CrPC dated 11-09-2013. The statement given in Court may not

be similar to his statement given u/s 161 of CrPC, word by word, but

the jist of the circumstance narrated are same.
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27. Now the question of fear is the mind of the informant is to be

seen. The circumstance here itself speaks about the fear in the mind of

the informant. The letter pad was of ULFA. The incident took place in

the year 2013,  when the ULFA organization was actively working in

Assam. Another fact seen from the circumstance is that the informant

talked to the accused Apajyoti from inside the grill and did not open

the  gate  of  the  grill,  when Apajyoti  came to  collect  the  demanded

money. If there was no fear in the mind of the informant he would have

either ousted Apajyoti from his house or took Apajyoti inside his house

and talked to him by sitting in the drawing room. Thus, it is evidence

that there was fear in the mind of the informant.

28. The question of filing the FIR in a delayed stage is raised. But it

is seen that the FIR was filed on the same day, the demand letter was

received. Delay of some hours is not fetal to a case of this type as it

requires courage as well as legal awareness.

29. Thus, it is seen that the prosecution side has clearly established

with sufficient evidence that the informant received a demand letter

and the accused Apajyoti Moran went to the house of the informant to

collect  the demanded money.  It  is  also proved that  the handwriting

appeared  in  the  demand  letter  is  the  handwriting  of  the  accused

Ibrahim Haque. Thus, it is clearly proved without leaving room to any

other explanation that the accused Apajyoti Moran and Ibrahim Haque

had committed the alleged offence. However, no case is proved against

accused Sushankar  Debnath.  Hence,  I  hold  that  on  30-08-2013 and

thereafter,  the  accused  Apajyoti  Moran  and  Ibrahim  Haque  had,  in

order to commit extortion, put the informant Dular Baruah in fear, by

delivering a demand letter in ULFA letter pad and by approaching the

informant for collecting the demanded money.

Hence,  point  no.  (i)  is  decided  affirmative  against  accused

Apajyoti  Moran  and  Ibrahim  Haque  but  decided  negative  against

accused Sushankar Debnath.
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30. From  the  above  discussions  I  come  to  conclusion  that  the

prosecution has established beyond reasonable doubt the fact that on

30.08.2013 and thereafter, the accused persons had put the informant

Sri Dulal Baruah under fear of injury with intent to extort Rs. 1,00,000/-

from the informant.  Considering the evidences and the submissions

forwarded by the learned counsels,  I hold the accused  Sri Apajyoti

Moran and Ibrahim Haque guilty and convicted them u/s 385 of

IPC. The accused Sushankar Debnath is acquitted from the case.

31. In the interest of justice and considering the nature of offence, I

decided not to release the accused Apajyoti Moran and Ibrahim

Haque  on  probation  of  good  conduct as  it  will  encourage

occurrence of this type of offence in the society and faith of the people

in justice delivery system will be decreased by such release. Also, there

exists  every  possibility  that  the accused will  commit  offence of  the

same  type  without  any  hesitation  if  they  are  so  released  without

allowing them to suffer the consequences of their act. Above all, this is

a case involving activities of a banned organization.

SENTENCE HEARING:

32. The accused Apajyoti Moran and Ibrahim Haque were heard on

the  question  of  sentence.  Considering  their  statements,  facts  and

circumstances of the case, the age, status and the economic condition

of the accused, I decided not to deal with the matter of the sentence of

the  accused  in  a  lenient  way.  The  accused  Apajyoti  Moran  and

Ibrahim Haque are sentenced to rigorous imprisonment of 2

years and a fine of Rs. 500/- each, i/d, SI for 5 days.

33. As  per  provision  of  section  428  of  CrPC,  the  period  of

detention  already  undergone  by  the  accused  during  investigation,

inquiry  and  trial  of  the  case  be  set  of against  the  statement  of

imprisonment.
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34. Let the seized mobile handset be returned to the real owner

in due course of law. The seized demand letter be destroyed in due

course of law.

35. Let  the  free  copy  of  the  judgment be  furnished  to  the

accused Apajyoti Moran and Ibrahim Haque..

36. Bail bond of accused Sushankar Debnath is extended for next six

months.

 Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 3rd

day of January, 2020.

                                                        Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Tinsukia
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A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Sri Deep Kumar Chutia

P.W. 2: Sri Shuklajit Moran

P.W. 3: Sri Dulal Barua, the informant

P.W. 4: Sri Kanak Moran

P.W. 5: Smt. Khiroda Dangoria

P.W. 6: Sri Bijender Sharma

P.W. 7: Sri Bitupon Moran

P.W. 8: Sri Sarat Moran

P.W. 9: Sri Dulumoni Baruah, I/O

P.W. 10: SI Abidur Rahman, I/O

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibit:

1. FIR                     ……... Ext. 1

2. Seizure list                   ……... Ext. 2, 3

3. Sketch map         …...... Ext. 4

4. Expert Opinion         …...... Ext.5

5. Charge sheet         …...... Ext. 6

MR Exhibits:

1. Demand Letter  …............ MR Ext. 1

2. Mobile Handset  …............ MR Ext. 2

3. Specimen Handwritings of

     accused Ibrahim Haque …............ MR Ext. 3, 4

                                       Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Tinsukia
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